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A mass of iron concretion (Ashmolean Museum: 1936.183) from the area of the Woodeaton temple
site, 1 hitherto taken to be iron slag, was seen to have two groups of bronze links embedded in it. On
laboratory treatment it was found to be in fact a mass of iron links of chain-mail type. It consists of
alternate sets of riveted links, 7 to 7.5 mm. in diameter, made from round-sectioned iron wire 0.8 mm.
thick (with iron rivets), and rings 7 mm. across apparently punched from sheet iron about 1 mm. thick,
giving a squarish section about 1 by 0.8 mm. 2 This is a standard manner and link-size for chain-mail
fabric. 3 The whole mass of iron has corroded to oxide and the links are very fragile: no orderly
arrangement of the links into a piece of chain-mail fabric has yet been achieved, though sufficient can be
seen to show that the riveted links alternate with the closed rings.
Such chain fabric has been found in pre-Roman and Roman contexts on the continent and in Britain.4
It is a remarkable technical achievement, especially the fine riveting. 5 In some cases there is no doubt that
it was chain-mail, 6 and in most others it probably was. 7 The bronze links in this Woodeaton piece are
simple rings of thin bronze rod 1 to 1.1. mm. thick, bent round so that the ends are butted to form a circle
7.2 to 7.5 mm. across. As with the iron links, this again is a widely used standard ring size and rod gauge,
within narrow limits. 8 Similar bronze links have been found attached to iron chain fabric as bordering or
for attachment of ornaments. 9 Many of the objects from the temple area at Woodeaton were evidently
votive offerings, 10 and as pieces of chain-mail had been deposited in the bog at Thorsbjerg (Denmark),
some carefully placed in pottery vessels,11 this piece might similarly have been a votive offering at
Woodeaton. However, parts of bronze chain regalia, made up of butted bronze links just like those
attached to the Woodeaton piece, have been found at other Romano-Celtic temple sites, 12 and it is
possible that this iron chain fabric decorated with bronze links might have been similarly used. though it
could have been merely lost, it is perhaps most likely that it was a votive offering.
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